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This invention relates to a convertible bulk 
head for refrigerator cars and has for its object 
to provide an improved convertible bulkhead by 
which an ice-refrigerated car may be converted 
into a ventilated car. 
Most refrigerator cars are used intermittently 

as refrigerator cars in which the iading is cooled 
with a quantity of ice loaded into ‘ice bunkers at 
one end or both ends of the car, and intermit 
tently as ventilated cars in which the lading is 
ventilated by a stream of air inducted into the 
car through hatches in the car roof at one end 
of the car and emitted through other hatches at 
the otheryend of the car after circulation through 
the car lading. Some refrigerator cars are used 
as much as three-fourths of the time as vcn-_ 
tilated cars. ' 

If ?xed ice bunkers are used in refrigerator 
cars, the space which they occupy cannot be used 
for lading and the cargo capacity of a refriger 
ator car, when used as a ventilated car, is cor 
respondingly limited. Collapsible ice‘ bunkers 
have been devised to permit the structure of the 
ice bunkers to be collapsed and to render most 
of the space occupied by the bunkers avail 
able for cargo and thus to increase the portion 
of the car available for lading when no ice is 
required. . ' . 

An object of this invention is to provide a con 
vertible bulkhead between the ice bunkers and 
the body of the car which when extended will 
serve as the forward wall of an ice bunker, and 
when collapsed will so intermesh with the other 
structural units of the ice bunker as to render 
the entire capacity of the car available for lad 
ing. The bulkhead. and related structural mem 
bers are so designed as to make the ?oor of the 
car continuous, provide vents and ducts along 
the car walls for the passage of air currents, 
and leave no structural members to .interfere 
with the ready use of the car when employed as a 
ventilated car. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

an improved bulkhead which may be readily re 
moved ‘to the end of a car and the respective 
parts folded and nested into each other and the 
car walls so as to render the entire space within 
the car available for lading. ' - 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

lvide a convertible bulkhead compact in con: 
struction but nevertheless 'suf?ciently sturdy to 
sustain the load of ice required and to with 
standthe heavy shocks to which it is subjected 
in the travelyof the refrigerator car. 
A further object ofthe invention is to provide - - 
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a convertible bulkhead, which, with the related 
structural units, will each serve several functions, 
both when in collapsed position and when in ex 
tended position. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a convertible bulkhead with related structural 
units that will readily permit the car to be 
?tted with a collapsible ice bunker for ice-re 
l‘rigeration, or changed from an ice-refrigerated _ 
car to a ventilated car without the addition of 
any equipment other than that of which the col 
lapsible ice bunker is constructed. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a 

convertible bulkhead which, when in extended 
position to form a collapsible ice bunker'can be 
easily interlocked into a rigid structure without 
the use of external appliances. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a convertible bulkhead and related structure 
which will form a collapsible ice bunker, which, 
when collapsed, will provide a floor for the end 
of the car and a pilfer-proof enclosure so as to 
render the car an efficient and safe car when used 
as a ventilated car without ice refrigeration. 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide a floor rack and hatch closure which, when 
in collapsed position, will form a perforate wall 
for the collapsible ice bunker to form ducts which 
separate the ice load from the car wall and to 
permit the free flow of air about the ice and 
through the ducts so formed. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a 

convertible bulkhead and ice-grates which will 
nest into each other against the car wall and 
form ventilation ducts along the wall. 
Other objects, advantages and capabilities of 

the invention will appear from the following de 
scription of a preferred embodiment thereof, 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings, in which: ' 

Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional elevation of 
one end of a refrigerator car with the convertible 
bulkhead installed and in extended position to 

' form a collapsible ice bunker ready to receive its 

50 

load of ice. - 
Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional elevation of 

the same end of a refrigerator car with the con 
vertible bulkhead in retracted position and the 
?oor member and hatch grid in extended posi 
tion. 

Fig. 3 is a transverse sectional elevation of a 
portion of the same end 01' the refrigerator car 
taken on the line 3-3 of Fig. 2, with the bulk— 
head in retracted position. ’ 

Fig.’ 4 is a fragmentary sectional elevation of 
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the side wall of the refrigerator car with the 
bulkhead in extended position and the ?oor 
member and hatch grid in retracted positions. 
' Fig. 5 is a fragmentary sectional plan view of a 
portion of the ?oor of the refrigerator car taken 
on the line 5—5 of Fig. 2. v 4 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary sectional view of a 
comer of the refrigerator car taken on the line 

. 6-6 of Fig. 5. 
Fig. 7 is a sectional plan view of~a fragment of 

the end of the car taken on the line '|—'l in 
Fig. 1. ' 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary sectional elevation of 
thejupper portion of the car taken on the line 
8—8 of Fig. 1 showing the convertible bulkhead 
and the hanger by which the bulkhead is sus 
pended. ‘ I v 

Fig. 9 is a perspective view of the bulkhead 
track and a swingable stop by which the bulkhead 
is kept in retracted position. 

Fig. 10 is a transverse section through the bulk 
head on the line Ill-l0 of Fig. 8. 

Fig. 11 is a transverse section through the 
bulkhead in retracted position, the adjacent ice 
grates, and the end wall of the car taken on the 
line H--ll of Fig. 2, showing the bulkhead and 
ice grates nested into each other. 

Fig. 12 is a fragmentary view of one of the ice 
grates in elevation, showing an alternative 
mounting with the ice'grate pivoted tothe bulk 
head and engaging a horizontal bolt secured to 

. the end wall of the car. 
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2,238,700 
tional refrigerator car construction. The es 
sential features of this invention are found in 
the respective improvements hereinafter def, 
‘scribed. More particularly, these are the ice 
bunker ?oor rack A shown retracted against 
the car wall in Fig. 1 and swung into position 
as part of the car floor in Fig. 2; the pilfer 
proof hatch closure B shown retracted against 
the car wall in Figs. 1 and ‘Land in extended 
position to close the hatch in Figs. 2 and 3; the 
ice grates C’ and D shown in extended position 
in Figs. 1 and 7, and in vcollapsed position in 
Figs.‘ 2 and 3; the permanent base E for the 
convertible bulkhead shown in section in Figs. 1 
and 2 and in detail in -Figs..\5:.and 6; andthe 
convertible bulkhead-‘F ‘which is‘ shown in ex 
tended position in Figs. 1, 7 and 8, and _in re 
tracte'cl position in Fig. 2. 

' The ice bunker ?oor rack A 

The ice bunker ?oor radk A is ‘shown in re- . 
. tracted position against the side wall of the car 
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in Fig. 1, in lowered position to form an exten 
sion of the refrigerator car ?oor rack 21 in Fig. 
2, where a longitudinal section is shown, and in 
Fig. 3, where a transverse section is shown. A 
transverse section of the rack collapsed against 
the side wall of the car is also shown in Fig. 4 ' 

- and a fragment thereof in Fig. _7. A fragmen 
30 

Referring to the drawings, the reference nu- ' 
meral [0- indicates the end wall of a refrigerator 
car composed of the‘ conventional outer wall ll, 
inner sheathing I2 and interposed insulation i3. 

35 

The end wall I0 is supported upon conventional . 
‘ structural members, such as the transverse sill 

' l4 and the longitudinal sill iii. The roof of the 
‘car I6 is of conventional construction with the roof 

' deck I‘! separated from the ceiling I3 by an air 
space l9, which may suitably be ?lled with an in 
sulating material. _ The roof is'supported by the 
transverse frame member 20. 5 
At each end of the car and on both sides of 

the roof, 0 nings or hatches 2! are made with 
in the roof to give access to the ice compart 
ment within the car for loading ice into the car 
and to provide for a means for ventilating the 
car when the car is used without ice and oper 
ated merely as a ventilated car. The hatch. 2l 
is closed by the hatch cover 22. Only one hatch 
is shown on the drawings. Another hatch is 
normally provided ‘on the other 'side of the car 
and a similar pair of hatches at the other end 
of the car. ' ' 

The floor of the car 23 is of suitable sturdy" 
construction with conventional structural mem 
bers supporting the ?oor such as the longitu 
dinal sill l5 supporting the transverse lower 
?oor planks 24 and the upper ?oor planks 25, 
between which a suitable insulating ?ller 245' is 
interposed. Above the upper ?oor planks 2311s 
maintained the main ?oor rack 21, normally 
removable for cleaning, which is composed of 
longitudinal stringers 28 which run the length 
of the bodyvof the car and transverse planks 
29. The planks 23 are separated from each 
other by crevices to form a rack upon which the 
lading .within the car may be supported, but 
which will nevertheless permit the passage of 
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tary plan sectional detail is shown in Fig. 5. 
Two of these ?oor racks are preferably used 

at each end of the car, one reaching from the 
side of the car to the middle thereof, the other 
reaching from the opposed side to the middle, 
thus increasing the facility with which they 
may be swung into and out of position. Only 
one rack is shown. ' 

Each ?oor rack A is pivotally mounted to the 
side wall 30 of the refrigerator car by thehinges 
3! which may be of any number adequate to sup 
port the ?oor rack and the lading which it is 
designed to sustain. 'The knuckles 32, of these 
hinges are mounted on the side walls of the car 
near the end of the car and within that length 
of the car which‘v is occupied by the collapsible 
ice bunker. The hinge straps 33 "are secured 
to the floor rack A, which ‘is composed of the 
longitudinal channel beams 34 and the trans 
verse floor members '35. These transverse ?oor 
members are shown in the form of inverted chan 
nelsmounted, like the ?oor planks 29, in spaced 
relation to provide space for the free passage 
of air through the ?oor-and the lading borne 
thereby. While both the longitudinal channel 
beams 34 and the transverse floor members 35 
are shown. of hollow metal construction, welded 
together, they may suitably be formed of other 
materials. ‘ 

Between the adjacent transverse ?oor meni 
bers 35 are mounted a row of short channel, 

_ members 39, which, with thesmembers 35, form 

- upon‘ which the bulkhead F is borne. 
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the current of air passing along the ?oor of the r 
car through the ?ssures between the planks and 
through the lading. 
The description thus far has been of conven 75 

a track for the passage of the lower wheels 16 
This will 

be referred to in a later passage in this speci 
?cation._ 
Beneath the longitudinal channel beams 34 is 

mounted a grid 36. This grid is designed to 
provide a perforated wall of the ice bunker when 
the ?oor rack A is folded against the'side of 
the car to separate the ice load from the wall 
of the car and to permit free circulation of air 
along the car walls and through the interstices 
of the grid against which the ice is piled. When 
the grid is in the vertical position the longitudi- 
nal channel beams .34 and the transverse ?oor ’ 



members‘ 35 serve to space the grid 36 from the 
wall and to provide air passages or convection 
ducts along the wall for the vfree passage of air 
along the ice load when the ice bunker isfilled 
with ice. For this purpose the hollow metal con 
struction is particularly suitable both because of 
the increased conductivity of the metal members 
over other materials such‘ as wood and because 
of the increased volume of passage available for 
the movement of the air current. 
When the ?oor rack A isin lowered position, 

the free sides rest upon the aprons 51 upon the 
bulkhead support E, and the transverse ledge 
31 formed upon the beam 38 at the end of the 
car. In this position, the grid 36 together with 
the vseparated longitudinal channel members 34 
and the transverse floor members 35 form a con 
tinuation of the floor rack 21, with the surface 
of the transverse ?oor members at [the same 
level as the ?oor planks 29. and render the end 
of the car available for lading without the in 
tervention; of any obstacles or variation in the 
floor level. The construction‘ is such that air 
may readily pass through this collapsible ?oor 
rack to permit ventilation of the lading and to 
present no obstacle to the free passage of the 
air along the floor of the car and through the 
permanent floor rack 21 in the body of the car. 
The refrigerator car is provided with small 

pivoted latches 8i and 82 secured to the side walls 
of‘ the car which may be swung down to engage 
the end of the ?oor rack to hold it in vertical 
position as shown in Fig. 1. . 

The pilfer-proof hatch closure B ' 

In Fig. 1 the pilfer-proof hatch closure B is 
shown swung down against the side wall of the 
car, a position which it occupies when the car 
is used as an ice-refrigerated car. In Fig. 4 the 
member B is shown in the same position in sec 
.tion. In Figs. 2 and 3 the member is shown in 
a horizontal position, swung across and under the 
car hatch, a position in which. the closure is 
supported when the car is used as a ventilated 
car. . 

, The hatch closure B is composed of a ?at ‘hol 
low structure made up of. the~?anged surface 
plate 40, its edges turned downv to form channel 
sections to give the member rigidity and to form 
the respective end and side walls 42, 43, 44 and 
45, all ?anged with the horizontal ?ange 4i run 
ning about the inner lower edge of the end and 
side walls. The upper surface plate 40 may be 
perforated at frequent intervals by the perfora 
tions 46 which are best shown in Fig. 1. Simi 
lar perforations may be provided in the end and 
side walls 42-45. - 

The upper surface plate is also cut with suit 
able openings 41 to provide toe. holds for entry 

, into and climbing from the ice bunker. 
At one end of the hatch closure 3, the hatch 

closure is mounted to the side wall 30 of the 
car by means of the hinges 48, the knuckles of 
which are fastened‘to the car side wall and the 
straps to the hatch closure B as best shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4. The side wall 45 is perforated 
to receive the sliding bolt 49 which is suspended 
in the stirrup 50, supported within the hatch 
closure from the upper surface plate 40. This 

' bolt 49 can be manipulated only from within the 
car to pass through the side wall 45 of the hatch 
closure 13' to engage the adjacent beam sus 
pended from the car ceiling to lock the hatch in 
horizontal position, or to be disengaged there 
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3 
from to unlock the hatch to enable it to be swung - 
int‘o vertical position. - _ - 

.When the hatch closure is locked in horizontal 
position, and the hatch cover 22 held in raised 
position, the perforattions 46 through the upper 
surface plate '40 permit the free passage of air 
through the closure and into the car for the 
purpose of ventilation. 'If a solid plate 40 is de 
sired, this may be mounted so as to leave a small 
crevice about its borders for ventilation. I 
When the hatch closure B is folded down 

against the side wall of the car as shown in Figs. ' 
1 ‘and 4, when the car is to be used for ice re 
frigeration, the perforations 46 permit the ready 
passage of ' air through the ice and through the 
upper surface plate 40, through the "convection 
duct formed within the hatch closure B and 
through the‘car. The surface plate 40 'of the 
hatch closure B, because of its construction, is 
spaced from. the carvwall by the end and side 
walls of the closure, and thus forms a duct be 
tween the side wall of the car and the ice with . 
which the collapsible bunker may be ?lled. The 
hatch closure B thus serves when in lowered po 
sition as a convection duct and as one of the 
walls of the ice compartment. 
In order to secure the hatch closure B in ver 

tical position when swung down as shown in Figs. 
1 and 4, small oifset feet 83 may be mounted at 
the free end of the hatch closure to underlie the 
free end. of the floor rack A. When the latter 
member is latched in vertical position, the hatch 
closure is similarly restrained. 

The upper and lower ice grates C‘ and D 

To form the collapsible ice bunker the car is 
provided with two ice grates. the upper one of 
which is marked 0 and the lower one, D. These 
grates are of substantially identical construction 
and are therefore described together. Theseice 
grates are shown in extended position in Fig. 1 
and in retracted condition swung into vertical 

. position against the end wall of the car in Fig. 2. 
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'the end of the car. 

As shown in Fig. 3, they may be made in sections I 
Y and in the preferred embodiment illustrated in 
the drawings each grate is shown as formed of 
three sections, each section extending across one 
third of the width of the car. 
The mounting of grates. at two levels is de 

signed to permit the loading of ice into the upper 
half of the ice bunker when less than a full 
bunker of ice is used. Frequently the ‘distance 
to be traveled or the weather conditions. encoun 
tered enable the car to-be refrigerated with a. 
small quantityof ice, and 'as most e?‘icient cool 
ing is e?ected by having the ice near the top of 
the refrigerating compartment, the .upper grate 
C is provided to receive the ice load at such times. 
The grate C also serves as a horizontal support 
for the convertible bulkhead F when in extended 
position. . ’ . 

The ice grates are formed of the longitudinal 
frame members 5|, the intermediate longitudinal 
bars 52 and the transverse ‘grate bars/53. The 
bars 52 and 53 are secured to each other at right 
angles'to provide a sturdy grate between the re 
spective frame members 51. 
Each of the frame members Si is in the form 

of an L-shaped bar of which the‘ short leg 54 
at the end of the bar forms the strap by which 
each of the members BI is pivotally mounted to 

It is to be noted that by 
reason of the L-shaped construction of the bar‘ 
the. pivot may be mounted within the duct 55, 
which is‘formed between the inner sheathing I: 
of the end wall Ill and the grid or screen 56 



4 
which form a permanent part of the end wall 
01' the car. Thus, when the frame members; 5| 
are swung into vertical position they may be 
maintained entirely upright and leave a sub 
stantial distance between the surface of the grate 
made up of the bars 52 and 53 and the actual 
wall of the car. Similarly, with thisconstruc 
tion, the bars 5|, when in vertical position, are 
entirely above the level at which they are sus 
tained when in horizontal position. The purpose 
of this feature of the invention will be referred 

. to, later in the description of the movable bulk 

I 

head F. It is to be noted that either the upper 
ice grate C or the lower ice grate D can be oper 
ated independently of the other, and if a partial 
load of ice is to be employed it can be placed 
in either the compartment in the lower end of 
the bunker between the ice grate D and the upper 
ice grate C or preferably in the upper compart 
ment between the ice grate C and the hatch. 
Each of the longitudinal frame members 5| 

is notched at its outer end to form a keeper 5'! 
designed to engage horizontal bolts 58 secured 
‘to the convertible bulkhead F so that the longi 
tudinal frame members 5|’ when in horizontal 
position may be readily engaged to form horizon 
tal supports for the bulkhead F, but nevertheless 
may be readily disengaged when the bulkhead is 
to be retracted. _ 

If desired the ice grates C and D may be piv 
oted to the convertible bulkhead F. This al 
ternative construction is shown in Fig. 112, where 
the grate bar |5| is pivoted to the bulkhead upon 
the horizontal pivot between the vertical chan 
nel beams I85 and ducts I ‘Hi. The grate bar is 
L-shaped with the short leg I54 of the L serving 
as the hinge strap. The vother end of the grate 
bar is notched to form a keeper I51 which en 
gages a horizontal bar I58 secured to the end 
wall of the car. ' 

To secure the grates C and D in vertical posi 
tion when the ice .bunker is collapsed, the piv 
oted-latches 84 (Fig. 3) may be provided. These 
are secured to the ,grid 56 mounted upon the‘ 
end wall. of the car.‘ 

Permanent base E jor the convertible bulkhead 

Secured to the ?oor of the car is the trans 
verse memberE shown in fragmentary detail in 
Figs. 5 and 6 and shown in transverse section 
in Figs. 1 and 2'. This member forms the penna 
nent base for the convertible bulkhead when in 
extended position, and is composed of several 
pedestals 60 secured by_--bOltS 6|: to the ?oor of 
the refrigerator car. Secured to the, top of these 

' pedestals at the level of the car ?oor rack 21 
is the beam 62 which runs\ almost the entire 
width of .the car and is secured to the several 
respective pedestals 60. The beam 62 is, as best 
shown in Fig. 6, in the form of an inverted chan 
nel with a‘?ange 63 along the edge nearest the 
interior of the car' and a similar ?ange 64 on 
the other side of the beam. From the ?ange 64 
extend the aprons 65 some of which rest upon 
the pedestals 60 and others of which are sus 
pended. The’ horizontal terminations n of .these 
aprons 64 form supports for -»the longitudinal 
members 34 of the collapsible floor rack A. 
vThe beam 62 is also perforated with a number 

of slots 68 which provide passage for air cur 
rents when the car is used either as a refriger-_ 
ated car or as a ventilated car. 

The convertible bulkhead F 

The convertible bulkhead F is composed of a 
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number of vertical channel beams 85 upon which 
are mounted the vertical ducts 1,0, and which 
form a vertical frame work for the horizontal 
planking ‘II which forms the bulkhead proper 
and extends from the bottom edge to within a 
foot or two from the ceiling of the Year. The 
ducts may be or any suitable number although 
in the preferred embodiment illustrated in the 
drawings, I have shown them of a size requiring 
six to extend the full width of the bulkhead or 
substantially the entire width of the car. The 
ducts and vertical channel beams are spaced 
apart ‘at those places where the keeper 5‘! at 
the end of each of the respective grate bars 5| 
engages the horizontal bolt 58 which is secured 
to and extends between adjacent ducts. 

~ To facilitate the circulation of cooled air from 
the ice bunker, the inner walls or these ducts 
may be perforated as indicated in Fig. 6. 
The space‘ provided between these adjacent 

ducts is su?-lciently. wide to receive the grate bars 
5| when the ice-grates are swung into vertical 
position against the end of the car and the bulk 
head is moved into retracted position against 

' them. The L-shape of the grate bars 5|, enabling 
them’ to swing into a vertical position above the 
space‘occupied when they are in horizontal po 
sition, insures that the lower end of the grate 
bars will clear the bolts 58 and permit the grate 
bars to nest between the vertical ducts and thus 
permit the bulkhead to be nested closely into the 
ice-grates C and D against the end wall of the car. 

It is to be noted that when the bulkhead is 
v 'in extended position as shown in Fig. 1 the ver 
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tical ducts 10 overlie the perforations 68 in the 
bulkhead base E, thus providing a continuous 
passage from the top of the car through the 
ducts 10, through the bulkhead base E, and be 
neath the ?oor rack 21 into the interior of the 
car. 

I To permit a return ?ow of the air current from 
the lading into the ice bunker, the bulkhead 
planking ‘H is not extended from the bottom of 
the bulkhead to the ceiling, but stops a foot or 
two from the ceiling, where the. sheet-metal is 
slotted with slots 86 which form louvres to per 
mit the return flow of \air. This is best shown 
in Fig. 8. ~ 

At the top of the bulkhead.F and at each end 
thereof is mounted a small wheel 12, which ro 
tates upon a spindle 13 secured to one side edge‘ 
of the bulkhead. This wheel ‘I32, which may be 
made with a guide ?ange 15 to retain it upon 
the track, rides upon a flanged track- 14 formed 
upon the bulkhead hanger 141 which extends al 
most the entire length of the ice bunker and is 
secured to the-inner sheathing oi the side wall 
of the car. Although only one hanger ‘I41 is 
shown in the drawings, asimilar hanger is 
mounted upon the opposed side wall of the car. 
The bulkhead F may thus be movably sus 

pended from the side walls of the car by means? 
of the hangers ‘H1 and the wheels 12 which ride 
on the track 14 thereon. a 

If desired, the wheels 12 may be employed 
merely as guidesto direct the movement ~01 the 
bulkhead, which can be wholly supported upon 
the lower hearings or wheels ‘I6, which are shown 
mounted at the bottom of the bulkhead in the 
form of small wide wheels 18 which are rotatably 
mounted ‘in appropriate bearing structures’ 11, 
as indicated in Fig. 6. ‘These are shown as over 
lying the pedestals 80 so as to give the bulkhead 
in extended position direct, and ?rm bearing upon 
the car ?oor. When‘ the bulkhead is moved, these 
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bearings 16 ride upon the transverse ?oor mem 
bers 35 and intervening fillers 39 in the floor 
rack A. 
The top edge of the bulkhead is reinforced with 

a channel beam 81, which extends the full length 
of the bulkhead and provides a sturdy member 
by which the upper part of the bulkhead can be 
?rmly held when the bulkhead is in extended 
position. This channel beam 81 is designed to 
be received within the legs of short sections of 
H-beam ‘I8 which swing upon the pivots 19 with 
in the ceiling of the car. When the bulkhead 
is in extended position and the lower legspof the 
H-bar embrace the channel beam 81 along the 
upper edge of the bulkhead they securely retain 
it in extended position. ' 
The grate bars 5|, when swung into horizontal 

position with their keepers 5'l engaging the hor~ 
izontal bolts 58, form ?rm structural units to 
maintain the bulkhead in vertical position and 
to sustain the bulkhead against the thrust and 
shocks of the ice load within the bunkers as 
the car travels. Small latches 80 are pivotally 
hunk upon the inside of the bulkhead to lock 
the grate bars in horizontal position and to pre 
vent their rising and disengaging the keepers 
51 on the horizontal bolts 58. . 
To maintain the convertible bulkhead F in re 

tracted position against the ice-grates C and D 
and against the end wall of the car, a pivoted 
detent 88 is swung on the pivot 85 secured to the 
hanger 14. When- the bulkhead wheel 12 is in 
retracted position at the end of the rail 13 near 
est the end of the car, this detent will swing 
into the path of the wheel and prevent move 
ment of the wheel and suspended bulkhead, 

Operation of the convertible bulkhead 
Assuming the car to be in use as a ventilated 

car, the ?oor rack A and the hatch closure B 
will be in their respective horizontal positions, 
the one forming a portion of the car floor rack, 
the other a perforated grate below the hatch 2|, 
and the convertible bulkhead F will be nested 
against the ice-grates C and D at the end of the 
car, all as shown in Fig. 2. To convert the 
bulkhead, in order to form the ice bunker needed 
for ice refrigeration, the bulkhead F is rolled 
out toward the ‘interior of the car, the upper 
wheels ‘I2 riding on the track 14 and lower wheels 
15 upon the transverse planks 35 and ?llers 39 
in the floor rack A. 'I'hereupon the retainers 
18 can be swung down about the channel form 
ing the top edge of the bulkhead F to retain the 
bulkhead in extended position. 

' When the bulkhead is in extended position, 
the ?oor rack A and hatch closure B can be 
swung into vertical position against the car wall, 
and secured there by latches 8| and 82. 
Then the ice grates C and D can be unlocked 

by release of the latches 84 and the grates 
swung into horizontal position, the keepers 51 
embracing the bolts 58 on the bulkhead. The 

‘ latches 80 may then be swung against the grates 
to lock them in horizontal position. Each of 
the grates may be ‘separately operated, and 
either one may be used alone. If both are used 
and a full load of ice is required, the lower com 
partment will be ?lled with ice before the upper 
grate is swung into horizontal position. and the 
upper compartment then ?lled. Both grates 
will be swung into position before the ice is 
loaded into the bunker if only the upper com 
partment above the grate C is to be ?lled. 

If a greater volume of ice is required than 
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can be loaded upon the grates C and D, the 
floor rack A can be left in horizontal position 
and ice loaded thereon before the grates C and 
D are lowered. _ 

It is also to be noted that in using the car as 
a ventilated car, the bulkhead can, if desired 
be left in extended position and the car ?lled 
with lading on both sides thereof, the major 
portion of the lading borne on the floor rack 
21 within the car, and the remainder on the 
l?OOI‘ rack A between the bulkhead and the end 
of the car, which necessarily must be left in 
horizontal position for such use. 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent of the United States is: 

1. In a refrigerator car, a convertible ice bunk 
» er comprising a movable bulkhead, an ice grate 
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pivotally mounted between said bulkhead and 
the end wall of the car, and a ?oor rack piv 
oted to one of the car walls, said ?oor rack form 
ing a convection duct when swung into vertical 
position adjacent the car wall, 

2. In a refrigerator car, a convertible ice 
bunker comprising a movable bulkhead, a floor 
rack and hatch closure separately pivoted to the 
car walls and forming convection ducts along 
said walls when swung into retired position ad 
jacent thereto, and an ice grate pivotally 
mounted between one of. the car walls and the 
bulkhead and forming a‘horizontal support for 
said bulkhead when in extended position. , 

3. In a refrigerator car, a convertible ice 
bunker comprising a movable bulkhead, wheels" 
upon said bulkhead, a ?oor rack pivoted to one 
of the car walls, said ?oor rack forming a con 
vection duct when swung into vertical position 
adjacent the car wall and a track for said wheels 
when the ?oor rack is in horizontal position. 

4. In a refrigerator car, a convertible ice 
bunker comprising a movable bulkhead, wheels 
upon said bulkhead, a floor rack pivoted to one 
of the car walls and forming a convection duct 
along said wall when swung into retired posi 

‘ \tion adjacent thereto and a track for the wheels 
‘upon the’ bulkhead when the ?oor rack is in - 
horizontal position, and an ice gratepivoted be 
tween one of the car walls and the bulkhead 
and forming a horizontal support for said bulk— 
(head when in extended position. 

5. In a. refrigerator car, a convertible ice 
bunker comprising a movable bulkhead borne 
upon wheels at the bottom thereof, a ?oor rack 
and hatch closure separately pivoted to the car 
walls and forming convection ducts along said 
walls when swung into vertical position adja 
cent thereto, and a pivoted ice grate forming a 
horizontal support for said bulkhead when in 
extended position, said floor rack forming a 
track for the wheels upon the bulkhead. 

6. In a refrigerator car, a convertible ice 
bunker comprising a movable bulkhead borne 
upon wheels'at the bottom thereof and guided 
by a track suspended from the ceiling of the car. 
a. floor rack pivoted to one of the car walls and 
forming a convection duct along said wall when 
swung 'into vertical position adjacent thereto and 
forming a track for the wheels at the bottom 
of the bulkhead when it is swung into horizon 
tal position, and a pivoted ice grate within said 
bunker forming a horizontal support for said 
bulkhead when in extended position. 

7. In a refrigerator car, a convertible ice 
bunker, comprising a hollow bulkhead supported 
in said car and movable to an extended position 
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within the car to form an ice bunker at the end 
thereof,’ an ice grate pivoted between a car wall 
and said bulkhead, means on said grate to en 
gage said bulkhead in extended position, said 
grate and said bulkhead forming a convection 
duct at‘ the end of said car when in retracted 
position, and a hollow perforated base perma 
nently mounted in said car to serve as a'founda 
tion for said bulkhead in extended position. 

8. Ina refrigerator car a bulkhead supported 
in said car and movable in to an extended posi 
tion within the car to form an ice bunker at the 
end thereof, an ice grate pivoted between a .car 
wall and said bulkhead and interlocking said 
car wall with-said bulkhead in extended posi 
tion to form a‘ horizontal support therefor, a 
floor rack pivoted to one of the walls of said car, 
,a perforated hatch closure pivoted vto one of the 
walls of said car, said ?oor rack and hatch clos-i 
ure being swingable to form a perforate wall for 
said ice bunker and convection duct along said 
side of said car, and a permanent perforated 
base to support said bulkhead in extended posi 
tion. I ' - 

9. In a refrigerator car a movable hollow bulk- ~'. 
head, a ?xed track secured within said car and 
near the ceiling thereof, wheels rotatably mounted 
upon said bulkhead and engaging said track, a 
latch to secure said bulkhead in extended posi 
tion, a hollow perforated support secured to the .-_ 
floor of said car to sustain said bulkhead in ex 
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upon the bottom of said bulkhead, ice grates 
pivoted to one of the car walls and swingable into 
horizontal position to support said bulkhead in 
extended position, a ?oor rack pivoted to one of 
the car Walls, said ?oor rack forming tracks for 
said wheels, alclosure for the car hatch pivoted 
to one of the car walls, said ?oor rack and said 
closure forming convection ducts when swung into 
vertical position adjacent the car wall, and a 
permanent base within the car to receive said 
wheels and sustain said bulkhead in extended 
‘position. ' ' 

14. In a refrigerator car, a convertible ice 
bunker comprising a movable bulkhead, a ?oor 
rack and hatch closure separately pivoted to the 
car walls and forming convection ducts along said 
walls when swung into retired position adjacent 
thereto, and ice grates pivotally mounted within 
said bunker and each forming a horizontal sup 
port for said bulkhead when in extended position, 
said ice grates being independently swingable 

- from vertical to horizontal position. 

tended position, and a pivoted horizontal bar be- , 
‘ tween the end of said car and said bulkhead to 
interlock the two when said bulkhead is in ex 

' tended position and to provide support therefor. 
10. In a refrigerator car a hollow bulkhead sup 

ported in said car and movable in to an extended 
positionwithin the car to form an ice bunker 
at the end thereof, channels in the wall of the 
bulkhead, ice grates pivotally mounted between 
the end wall of the car and said bulkhead in ex 
tended position to form a horizontal support 
therefor, said ice grates nesting into said chan- » 
nels when said ice grates‘ are swung into vertical 
position between the end‘ wall of the car‘and said ‘ , 
bulkhead in retracted position. 

11. ‘In a refrigerator car a movable hollow bulk 
I head, a fixed track secured within said car and 
near the ceiling thereof, wheels rotatably mount— 
:ed upon said bulk head at the top thereof and 
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.closure, disengageable means to secure 

engaging said track, other wheelsv rotatably ' 
mounted upon said bulkhead at the bottom there 
of, a support secured ‘to the floor of said car to 
sustain said bulkhead in extended position,- av 
horizontal bar pivotally secured to the end of said 
car to engage said bulkhead in extended position‘ 
and provide support therefor, and a pivoted ?oor 
rack resting upon said base when in horizontal 
position and forming a track for the wheels upon 
the bottom of the bulkhead and forming a con 
vection duct along the car wall when in vertical 
position adjacent thereto. 

12. In a refrigerator car, ‘a convertible ice 
bunker comprising a movable bulkhead, a perma 
nent base to support said bulkhead in extended ; 
position, ice grates pivoted to one of the car walls ~ 
and‘swingable into horizontal position to secure 
said bulkhead in extended position, a floor rack 
pivoted to one of the car walls, and a perforate 
closure for the car hatch pivoted to one of the 

to 

car walls, said ?oor rack and said closure forming ‘ 
convection ducts when swung into vertical posi-' 
tion adjacent the car wall. 

13. In. a refrigerator car, a convertible ice 
bunker comprising a movable bulkhead, wheels hatch ‘closure, means urkm said ?oor rack to form 

15. Inv a refrigerator car, a. convertible ice 
bunker comprising a movable bulkhead supported 
in vertical position upon wheels, a ?oor rack 
pivoted to one of the car walls and forming a 
convection duct along said wall when swung into 
vertical position adjac nt thereto, and forming 
tracks for said wheels when in horizontal posi 
tion, and ice grates pivoted between the car walls 
and said bulkhead and forming a horizontal sup 
port for said bulkhead when in extended position, 
said ice grates nesting into said bulkhead when’ 
the ice grates are swung into vertical position and 
said bulkhead is moved intéjiiretracted position 
against the end wall of the car’. 

16. In a refrigerator car having a hatch in the 
top thereof, a perforate closure pivotally mounted 
beneath said hatch and swingable into vertical 
position adjacent a wall of said car, a ?oor rack 
pivotally mounted on a wall of said car and 
swingable into vertical position beneath said 

said 
closure and said rack in vertical position, 
hatch closure and said floor rack forming a con 
vection duct along the wall of said car whenin 
vertical position; a bulkhead supported upon 
wheels in said car and movable from the end of 
said car to an extended position beyond said‘ 
hatch and said hatch closure; means upon said 
floor rack to form tracks for said wheels; an ice 
grate pivotally mounted and swingable into a 
horizontal position between the end of said car 
and‘said bulkhead; and means upon said ice 
grate to secure said bulkhead in extended posi 
tion, said ice grate and said bulkhead when in 
extended position forming an ice bunker beneath 
said hatch, said bulkhead having channels in the 
wall thereof-to receive said ice grates when said ' 
bulkhead is in retracted I Position and said ice 
grate in vertical position. ' 

17. In a refrigerator car having a hatch in the I 
top thereof, a perforate closure pivotally mounted 
beneath said hatch and swingable into vertical 
position adjacent a wall of said car, a ?oor rack 
pivotally mounted on a wall of said car and swing 
able into vertical position beneath said closure, 
disengageable means to secure said closure and 
said rack in verticalposition, said hatch closure 
and said ?oor rack ‘forming a convection duct‘ 
along the wall of said car when in vertical posi 
tion; 
car and movable from the end of said car to an 
extended position beyond said hatch and said 

said > 

a bulkhead supported upon wheels in‘ said _ 
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tracks for said wheels, an ice grate pivotally 
mounted and swingable into a horizontal position 
between the end of said car and said bulkhead, 
and a permanentperforate base forming a seat 
for one side of said ?oor rack when in horizontal 
position and a base 'for said bulkhead when in 
extended position. 

18. In a refrigerator car a vertical bulkhead 
movably supported in the car and movable to an 
extended position within‘the car‘to form an. ice 
bunker at the end thereof, means to lock the 
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upper end of the bulkhead in its extended posi 
tion, an ice grate pivoted between a car wall and 
the bulkhead and interlocking the car wall‘ with 
the bottom portion of the bulkhead in extended 
position to form a. horizontal support therefor, 
and a second ice grate pivoted between a car wall 
and the bulkhead intermediate the ends of the 
bulkhead and interlocking the car wall with the 
central portion of the bulkhead in extended. posi 

_10 tion to form a second horizontal support therefor‘. 
JOHN S. LUNDVALL. 


